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Chapter 8

The Big Picture

The goal of this thesis is to open the ground towards truly self-organizing
database systems, i.e., systems that without the need of human administration
can cope with and adjust to dynamic environments with continuously changing
workloads. The system should just be given the queries and data in a declarative
way and should internally make all performance related decisions, automatically
and dynamically, leading to simple to tune and thus scalable systems to meet
the modern challenges, e.g., scientific databases, web-based applications, etc.

We introduced database cracking, a new architectural paradigm in the con-
text of column-stores where the system internally and continuously makes on-
the-fly decisions to physically reorganize the data so that access patterns match
the workload needs. Cracking does not require any expensive preparation
steps or a priori workload knowledge. It purely and automatically reacts with
lightweight actions on the data and query workload.

What we Did

In this thesis, we introduced the basic cracking concepts. We designed and
implemented a cracking architecture over an existing system successfully inte-
grating cracking in the complete software stack of MonetDB. We demonstrated
a clear self-organizing behavior even during completely random workloads. In
addition, we provided an in depth study and solutions for two of the most
crucial issues, i.e., updates and tuple reconstruction. By exploiting novel self-
organizing algorithms, cracking maintains its properties even under frequent,
random and heavy updates, while via partial sideways cracking we show how a
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cracking DBMS can achieve late tuple reconstruction similar to that of a pre-
sorted column-store but without the restrictions of requiring a priori workload
knowledge, idle time to prepare and infrequent updates. Finally, we demon-
strated how cracking knowledge gathered during query processing, can be ex-
ploited and even enhanced by crack joins, that on-the-fly further reorganize join
inputs in a cache conscious way.

A New Challenging Research Area

This thesis represents a first crucial step towards a completely autonomous
DBMS kernel but most importantly it opens a challenging research path which
essentially calls for reconsidering many design aspects of modern DBMSs. Crack-
ing fundamentally changes the way data is stored and accessed, and thus many
traditional core database techniques and ideas are not sufficient and need to be
thought again towards a dynamic system. In the rest of this chapter, we discuss
in detail a number of this research challenges, e.g., optimization, concurrency
control, external cracking, compression, cracked histograms, distributed and
multi-core processing, etc. Where appropriate, we provide sketches of promis-
ing initial directions/solutions and how these would fit into, affect or benefit
from the current design.

8.1 Cracking Operators

In this thesis, we studied new cracking operators for selections, tuple recon-
structions and joins. Modern databases contain numerous operators to achieve
their advanced functionality. Cracking is completely compatible with non crack-
ing operators, i.e., in the TPC-H experiments of Chapter 5 the cracking query
plans used the normal DBMS operators for aggregations, group by, order by,
etc. However, it is clear that if we want to exploit the full potential of this new
research path, we need to dig deep into the kernel. Thus, the open question is;
which other operators can we redesign and improve via cracking?

The core principles of a cracking operator is that it physically reorganizes
data such that the input columns will provide better access patterns in future
crack operators. This happens while processing queries and it is based on what
the queries need which gives the property of self-organization. For example,
assume the group by or the order by operator. Both have an inherit clustering
nature that could be exploited in a cracking way, i.e., bring all tuples that belong
to the same group physically closer across multiple columns.
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The challenge is not only in designing new individual operators, but most
importantly it is in providing a balanced direction to avoid side-effects of one
operator on another, e.g., physical reorganization performed in a certain way
in an operator o1 may hamper performance in another operator o2 due to the
different way of reading and analyzing similar data. Investigating the various
tradeoffs is of core importance as well as designing alternative solutions where
workload based partial crack replicas of individual data pieces can provide the
ability to introduce multiple (combinations of) patterns over the same data for
different usages in the hot set. New operators can also be designed to exploit
piece-wise processing along with on-the-fly physical reorganization in the spirit
of partial sideways cracking.

8.2 Hardware and Data Sensitive Cracking

In the current cracking architecture physical reorganization happens for each
incoming query q based only on what q needs. This allows the system to adapt
and continuously match the workload. Cracking reacts to every query so that
it can provide immediate adaptation as opposed to static approaches that wait
long intervals by monitoring the performance before applying an action. How-
ever, it is clear that several interesting parameters can be considered to further
improve both the performance and the adaptive behavior of cracking. A very
interesting research path is to study hybrid approaches, allowing to cleverly un-
derstand situations where it is of benefit to invest a bit more, a bit less or even
to completely avoid any actions. For example, how can we change/optimize
cracking for situations where:

• candidate data for cracking does not fit in system memory or CPU caches?

• candidate data for cracking comfortably fits in CPU caches?

• administration cost of crack pieces is becoming visible?

• we can partially predict future query patterns?

• there is some idle time?

This is just a glimpse of what one may consider and of course again the
challenge is not only to find and analyze individual solutions in isolation but to
integrate them in the complete architecture. In the remainder of this section,
we discuss some of these very interesting topics.
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8.2.1 Cache-conscious and Opportunistic Cracking

A side-effect of the continuous physical reorganization is that pieces become
smaller and smaller that will eventually fit in the CPU caches. We have already
seen how this can affect cracking query processing as part of our join study in
Chapter 6. However, there are even more situations to study.

For example, a piece that is small enough to fit in the CPU cashes can be
immediately sorted in one very fast action. In some sense this can be seen
as opportunistic cracking. There are several good reasons to do this, but the
implications need to be studied carefully.

The benefit is that, at a minimal cost, we are further preparing the physical
design so that future queries will have less work to do. We are piggy packing
“more cracking” with a single read operation of the relevant data. In other
words, since we are reading the data anyway, let us do something more with
it than just a binary plain cracking action. Any action within the cache is
quite cheap anyway. However, this requires very careful study as there are also
numerous side-effects to consider, i.e., updates and alignment.

Updates

Updates is a strong point of cracking as we show in Chapter 4. By exploiting
the fact that values in a cracker column are only clustered as opposed to fully
sorted, we can efficiently update the columns with a practically non visible cost,
maintaining the self-organizing behavior. Sorted pieces over a column will force
updates to move around big chunks of values in order to maintain nicely dense
and packed columns, significantly increasing the cost of updates. However, there
is a very interesting balance and tradeoff to study here given how often an area
of a cracker column is updated and how often it is used for reads. Furthermore,
in the spirit of the continuously adaptive behavior of cracking we can simply
mark a previously sorted area in a cracker column as non sorted once we realize
that this area needs to be updated and the expected overhead is not justified.
More cracking knowledge over this area will be rebuild as future queries access
it again. This is similar to the forget strategy of Chapter 4 but now it seems as
a more attractive direction given that it helps to avoid a potentially big cost.

Alignment

Alignment is also a crucial topic here. If we sort a small piece in one column
A1, then this means that if the workload demands the respective area from
another column A2 of the same table, then we would have to sort this area in
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A2 as well. This is necessary to guarantee alignment and optimal access patters
during tuple reconstruction as we studied in Chapter 5. This is not necessarily
a bad thing; it all depends on the current workload patterns. Selectively sorting
small pieces also reduces the number of logical pieces in a cracked column, which
in turn reduces the administration cost. Following the self-organizing nature of
the cracked DBMS vision, sorted pieces can become unsorted in the future, e.g.,
because this specific area is frequently updated.

8.2.2 External Cracking

Similarly, data pieces that are large enough so that they do not fit even in main
memory can result in poor performance when reorganization happens with the
conventional cracking algorithms. The main issues to consider, analyze and
optimize are the read/write patterns of cracking. In principal, cracking has
sequential read/write patterns, i.e., it reads sequentially from both edges of the
targeted area and carefully swaps values if necessary. However, there is plenty
of room to improve for external processing by (a) minimizing the I/O overhead
and (b) minimizing the write cost.

Optimized cracking for out of memory processing is needed to properly bal-
ance the access and reorganization costs in respect to the anticipated benefits.
Understanding and reacting to these concepts should be an integral part of every
cracking element in the database kernel. There are several options to consider.

External Algorithms

One option is to pursue specialized external cracking algorithms, i.e., once a
piece that is about to be cracked is identified to be bigger than a threshold
related to the memory size, then different algorithms than the current ones will
run. Taking care of ensuring optimal access and write patterns is the key.

Every cracking action results in changes in the underlying data. These
changes need to be written back. As the data grows, more changes are to
be expected leading to more write effort and to a substantial cost.

Multi-pass Cracking

One way, to significantly reduce this write overhead is to do less cracking or to
do more cracking but write back only once. For example, a multi-pass cracking
approach might be more beneficial than the current one-pass algorithms that
strive for minimal read actions. We can in one go create multiple pieces. This
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has proven very efficient in previous MonetDB research, i.e., (Boncz et al.,
1999; Manegold et al., 2002) and is expected to be a promising alternative here
as well. The net result, is that we immediately end up with a cracker column
that is already cracked in multiple pieces of small enough size, significantly
improving future queries. This multi-crack action can be piggy packed to the
first query ensuring that its overhead is maintained at a desirable minimum to
avoid penalizing single queries.

Forgetting

Another interesting direction is that of forgetting what cracking actions we just
did to avoid the need to write the changes. For example, once a crack column
is sufficiently cracked it might be of benefit to operate as follows.

• (a) Load a needed area to memory.

• (b) Let a series of queries crack it to get the maximum performance.

• (c) In the meantime write any changes only to memory and not to disk.

• (d) When the time comes to write to disk simply ignore all changes and
skip the writing part.

This essentially means that future queries need to crack the same area of the
column again. However, this is only a local action that helps avoid the bigger
cost of writing. Of course the proper balance and tradeoffs need careful anal-
ysis. In addition, note that multiple positive side-effects can play a significant
role. Forgetting helps to not end-up with a cracker column that is cracked into
numerous small and “meaningless” pieces which lead to an increased adminis-
tration cost and to more effort during updates (see also discussion in Section
8.2.5).

Flash-based Cracking

Hardware trends create even more interesting paths for external cracking. For
the growing market of flash drives, reads is not a bottleneck while writes can be
up to a point taken care of by using batch writes. This way, specialized flash
based cracking seems as a promising approach to tackle external cracking by
collecting multiple cracking actions and write them back in a single action.
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Divide and Conquer

Divide and conquer approaches have always been the cornerstone of external
processing. Recently, researchers from the HP Labs in Palo Alto, Goetz Graefe
and Harumi Kuno, where inspired by cracking and invented adaptive merging
which from a high level point of view can be described as an incremental external
sort in the spirit of database cracking.

As part of an ongoing joint work with Goetz Graefe and Harumi Kuno,
we have designed and implemented adaptive merging over a column-store and
we have made the first steps towards combining these ideas with the cracking
philosophy as discussed in Chapter 7. The hybrid adaptive indexing algorithm,
introduced and studied in this chapter, reduces the cost of index creation and
incremental index optimization to that of scanning a database table without an
index. This enables further research into adaptive indexing and its application
in real world scenarios. Here we briefly discuss some of these topics.

Alternative Hybrid Designs

The most exciting is perhaps the direction of filling the “gap” between adaptive
merging and the hybrid algorithm in a dynamic way. Adaptive merging makes
a fair number of investments during the initial queries. This is far less than a
complete index creation but still much more than the hybrid or initial cracking
algorithms. The reward of early investments is rapid convergence to a fully
optimized index. The hybrid algorithm, on the other hand, is optimized to
provide the most lightweight initialization cost possible. But what happens
when we actually can afford to spend some more time during the first steps
of workload adaptation? For example, not as much time as adaptive merging
would require but more than what the hybrid algorithm needs. The research
question to answer then is: Can we devise an algorithm that adaptively adjusts
its investment policy depending on various system and workload conditions?
To put this in more technical terms, the hybrid algorithm cracks the initial
partitions while adaptive merging sorts them. A future dynamic algorithm
could decide on the fly how much to reorganize the initial partitions to exploit
as much as possible the available resources, effectively inserting more knowledge
into the system and reaching the optimal performance faster. The same stands
for the value partitions in the final adaptive index, where the hybrid algorithm
now simply copies the values while adaptive merging fully sorts. The above
directions will allow for even more hybrid designs that blend even more the
good properties of adaptive merging and cracking.
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Alternative Implementations

Low level implementation details can change the performance tradeoffs dramat-
ically. We plan to continue our research by investigating design tradeoffs and
side-effects in our adaptive indexing techniques. For example, adaptive merging
and the hybrid algorithm can benefit from a more advanced table of contents
that keeps track of a global view of available values in the various partitions,
allowing to completely avoid touching partitions if no qualifying value is to be
found there. This might require integration of zone and partition filters (Graefe,
2009) with partitioned B-trees and our hybrid algorithms.

Page-based Vs. Columnar Storage. More importantly, we plan to study
in more detail the side-effects of using a page-based storage scheme as opposed
to a columnar one. The design and experiments in this paper are based on a
column-store system which allows us to have an apples-to-apples comparison
of all techniques with a complete implementation inside the original cracking
module of MonetDB. However, a number of design issues are expected to be
handled more efficiently in a page-based system as opposed to an array-based
one. For example, for adaptive merging and the hybrid algorithm, we can prob-
ably make the initial part of the query sequence a bit more lightweight by more
easily removing data from the initial partitions once they are merged. On the
other hand, in our current design, we have exploited the columnar structure
to provide better locality and access patterns by adopting several implementa-
tion tactics from original cracking. It will be an interesting and useful study to
investigate how the various tradeoffs balance also depending on the workload.

8.2.3 Hybrid Cracking

As we said earlier in this section, a more hybrid version of cracking will be very
interesting to study. What this means is that for certain queries and given the
system status it might be of benefit to invest a bit more or a bit less. The
example we had with opportunistic selective sorting in Section 8.2.1 falls in this
category as well.

Here, we are considering similar ideas but purely from the workload perspec-
tive. Observing how the query patterns evolve over time, i.e., how the cracker
indices build up, we can possibly predict/mark certain areas of a cracker column
as areas of high interest for a given period of time. In fact, this task alone is a
hard challenge. Assuming such knowledge is collected, then when we come to
crack this area in a future crack operator, we can possibly invest slightly more
effort in physical reorganization to gain much more knowledge. A very simple
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example, that comes out of our experiments with numerous alternatives for the
basic cracking algorithms, is that if we are bound to crack an area into three
new pieces, then it pays off to crack it in three pieces in one go with a dedicated
algorithm, than running twice our best algorithm that creates two pieces at a
time.

For example, in Chapter 6 we studied active cracking in the context of crack
joins. There, we found out that it pays off to invest more effort in cracking the
columns into smaller pieces during a join. The benefits during joining smaller
and aligned pieces are far more significant than the overhead of cracking, while a
careful cache-conscious design ensures that we always remain within an optimal
balance of investment versus overhead and gains observed.

In any case, exploiting statistics, collected at run time in the past, is in-
teresting to study; how they could affect cracking decisions possibly by even
sacrificing the current query’s performance is an open topic. One could go as
far as arguing that in certain cases it could be of benefit not to crack at all a
given area in a cracker column, i.e, to simplify upcoming updates, or to reduce
future alignment costs.

The challenging part is to allow cracking to take more educated decisions
but at the same time do not introduce any delays or significantly penalize sin-
gle queries. Otherwise, this would be completely off the whole purpose of the
cracking ideas.

8.2.4 Idle time Cracking

Similar to the above discussion, exploiting possible idle time, is an interesting
topic. Cracking is designed for environments without idle time but if some
idle time occurs we should be able to exploit it. Assuming the light-weight
monitoring and predicting technology necessary for the above scheme as well,
then at idle time the system can autonomously satisfy some of the pending
hypothetical requests by initiating cracking actions to the relevant columns.
As we have seen in many of our experiments, even a single crack action can
significantly benefit a subsequent access to the same column so even a minimal
idle time investment can have a big impact.

8.2.5 Forgetting

During the whole length of this thesis, we are talking about learning via contin-
uously cracking. Here, we argue that forgetting might also be of great interest.
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By forgetting we simply mean to forget the knowledge we have for a certain
area (value range) in a column. This can be beneficial for a number of reasons.

Administration Costs

Administration cost is a crucial issue. The more pieces in a column, the higher
the administration cost. Even simply searching for the relevant pieces to crack
within the tree of a cracker index, can be of significant cost when pieces grow
a lot relatively to the actual data and query costs. We have already seen an
interesting aspect of this issue in our crack joins discussion where the adminis-
tration cost during a crack join was enough to overshadow any benefits. Using
super pieces to reduce the administration cost during the crack joins is a form
of temporarily forgetting that we actually know about more pieces. What for-
getting means will definitely vary from operator to operator also depending on
implementation and hardware details.

Updates

Another crucial reason to forget cracking knowledge is to simplify and speed
up the adoption of updates. The less pieces in a column, the less effort we
need to insert X updates in this column. A very interesting problem is how all
this can happen dynamically, i.e., while we update a certain area of a cracker
column during a join or a select, we on-the-fly decide that we are going to drop
information for this piece or pieces to speed up this update action or part of it.

Reverse Cracking

Alignment and updates can be reasons that lead to the very interesting path of
reverse cracking. The idea is that we can reverse one or more cracking actions
by reversing the actions of the physical reorganization algorithms.

For example, assume we already cracked n times a column A1 of a given
table. Then, more queries come that need to search or even update multiple
of the other columns of this table. We have to pay the alignment cost for all
remaining columns and updates will run a little bit slower. We have shown that
all this happens in an incremental and self-organizing way. However, there are
even more exciting paths to study. It could be that aligning k columns with the
cracking actions of a single one, A1, could be slower than the cost of reversing
the previous cracks on A1. Even a hybrid approach is possible, i.e., reverse
part of the cracks which leads in needing to run only part of the alignment.
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Reverse actions can also be logged in the tapes so that the alignment scheme is
consistent.

8.3 Multi-query Processing and Transactions

The challenge here comes mainly from the fact that every cracking operator
changes the physical store, e.g., multiple concurrent queries will have conflicts
when touching similar data and rolling back transactions should result in a
correct physical state.

Conflicting queries can be resolved in multiple interesting ways. For exam-
ple, properly ordering the queries based on the bounding condition allows the
batch of initially conflicting queries to operate more and more in parallel as the
sequence evolves. We can also temporarily maintain multiple replicas of selected
pieces of a map and allow different queries to use them. Queries can also have
concurrent access to pieces but scan instead of crack. Here we can exploit co-
operative scans. Scanning a small piece is more efficient than scanning the full
columns. Even a full sort of small pieces (within the cache) is possible which also
eliminates any locking need. For bigger pieces there is a nice trade-off regarding
total costs; crack or scan for part or all of the queries taking into account the
global workload behavior and investments for achieving a self-* behavior.

Temporarily locking the cracker columns is also possible and leads to inter-
esting directions. Obviously, the first very naive approach is to provide locking
at the map level. This effectively allows query plans to run in parallel and only
operators needing to crack the same map have to be potentially delayed, i.e.,
wait for another operator to finish. However, given that maps are cracked in
several logical but also physical pieces we can easily provide locking at a lower
level. The main idea to exploit is that two or more operators have a conflict only
if they need to crack (thus physically reorganize) the same chunk of a partial
map or even better the same piece of a chunk. Given that each operator may
crack at most two pieces of a map, this provides a lot of flexibility.

Furthermore, it follows the self-organizing nature of database cracking. Given
that cracking becomes faster as more queries touch/crack a given map, as more
queries need to crack a given area of a map, the locking time needed for pieces in
this area becomes continuously shorter. The main idea is that each small data
piece created via cracking will be treated completely independently providing
maximum flexibility to handle all aspects regarding this piece in isolation, e.g.,
avoid query conflicts, ease transactions, provide optimal access patterns etc.
This notion of independent piece wise processing has to be an integral part of
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every operator.

8.4 Compression on Cracked Columns

As we already discussed in Chapter 2, compression represents huge opportunity
in column-stores. By exploiting the fact that each column is stored separately,
we can significantly increase the compression ratio. The open issue is; can we
compress cracked columns?

Cracking Compressed Columns

One interesting research path is to device algorithms for applying cracking ac-
tions directly on compressed columns. For example, assume a compressed col-
umn A1. Say A1 has been compressed using dictionary compression and for
simplicity assume one dictionary per column. We can extend the cracking al-
gorithms/operators to work directly on the compressed column by on-the-fly
decompressing values to apply the necessary steps, controls, etc. Then, the ac-
tual physical reorganization action of swapping two values is nothing more than
simply swapping the respective pointers to the dictionary. This can become
an even simpler procedure if the compression used ensures an order preserving
scheme for the dictionary compression, i.e., the code follows the order of the ac-
tual values. Then, we can simply operate over the compressed column without
looking at the dictionary.

If the compression scheme is run length encoding, then we need to also
recalculate the new deltas based on the values we are about to swap. This is
straightforward. What is more challenging here is to cope with cases where the
various compressed values are not of a fixed size. This is an issue if for example
we want to swap two values v1 and v2, where v1 is say 2 bytes and v2 is 3.
Assuming dense columns, then there is no space to move v2 in the place of v1.

Crack for Compression

The above problem is the perfect motivation for introducing compression criteria
in the cracking algorithms. For example, in our previous example, we had
problems moving v2 in the place of v1. A compression aware cracking algorithm,
after spotting this situation could decide to crack a bit more or a bit less to
accommodate the compression needs as well. It could decide to move more
similar values close to v1 in order to accommodate the new v2. What is really
interesting to observe here is that in general the more we crack a compressed
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column, the smaller it becomes (assuming run length encoding). This is because
similar values continuously come physically closer, leading into smaller deltas
and thus requiring less space which can be exploited also for cases like the one
in our previous example.

8.5 Adaptive Denormalization via Cracking

Here, we give an example of how cracking can allow us to reconsider basic
database design issues. The way data is stored on disk and in memory dictates
the way in which it can be accessed and processed. Normalization has long been
the textbook gold standard to guarantee integrity constraints, minimize storage
requirements and update costs. This way, database systems store data as a
collection of relational tables linked via foreign key relationships. The overhead
is the significant cost required to join the separate relational tables during query
processing. This happens via the join operator which is the most expensive
database operator. Even nowadays that database systems can exploit a large
collection of specialized join algorithms, The join cost typically dominates the
total cost of query plans. In predictable and stable environments where the
query workload can be predicted, materialized views can be exploited, having
the frequent joins precomputed.

With the advent of partial sideways cracking, as proposed in this thesis,
adaptive denormalization becomes a clear opportunity for fully dynamic and
unpredictable environments. In addition, column-stores make this research di-
rection viable; they can naturally handle very wide tables at no extra cost.

In adaptive denormalization, partial sideways cracking can be extended such
as each map set is populated not only with columns from a single table but
with columns that belong to multiple tables. In practice, the join operators
used in queries determine these “connections” and each given query is answered
using a single partial map set. In the same way, that a crack select operator
incrementally brings often used data physically closer, these new foreign key
joins will physically denormalize the relevant areas and place them in such
positions in the maps that they are aligned with the rest of the columns in this
map set. All basic concepts of partial sideways cracking are maintained with the
underlying storage patterns changing continuously and automatically to adapt
such that the physical design is always denormalized for the hot workload set.

Each query is evaluated using a single auxiliary “universal cracker map” that
holds partial denormalized data and is dynamically populated and partitioned
both vertically and horizontally. Once a foreign key join is needed for a given
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value range of two tables, the underlying storage adapts such that the joinable
tuples are now physically stored/glued together in auxiliary data structures as
if we denormalized the relevant portion of the respective tables. Denormaliza-
tion happens continuously; while processing queries and partially; only for the
required/hot data ranges. When necessary, denormalized data parts (outside
the hot set) are automatically thrown away to cope with changing workload
behavior and storage restrictions.

With this direction, the maps become wider making their maintenance and
alignment even more crucial while the partial sideways techniques have to be
thought again.

8.6 Cracking Row-stores

All technology introduced in this thesis is in the context of column-stores. The
open question is whether all these or part of these ideas can be transferred in a
row-store setting.

From a high level point of view we can say that the cracking ideas as such
would be very interesting to study in a row-store. The actual technical parts
would have to be reconsidered though. Cracking goes deep into changing the
way data is stored and accessed. This way, many core cracking techniques
depend on the column-store layout.

Reorganizing row-store pages immediately raises numerous challenges. As we
already discussed in Chapter 2, row-store pages contain a number of metadata
entries, having a specific structure to maintain. Thus, cracking a row-store
means that we would need to maintain and reorganize a number of metadata
entries. There are two directions here. One is designing efficient algorithms for
continuous reorganization of row-store pages and the other is to additionally
reconsider the page format for cracked tables to simplify physical actions.

In addition, another crucial point is that we would need to reorganize com-
plete rows at a time even if queries are interested only for part of a table. On
option of course, is to let cracking work only on materialized views that hold
only a portion of a table at a time. The simple view then incrementally becomes
a more powerful data source that also knows about how data is organized. Sec-
ond, the alignment cost should be carefully taken into account. Reorganizing
some extra columns on-the-fly means that no alignment is needed when future
queries use them. Especially, in the materialized view world this throws another
interesting parameter to consider when creating and using views.
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8.7 Adaptive Indexing in Auto-tuning Tools

Adaptive indexing is not necessarily a replacement of traditional techniques. It
rather can be seen as yet another tool for when the environment does not fit
traditional indexing techniques, i.e., for when the workload changes often and
rapidly.

Such a dynamic investment direction as database cracking could find its place
in auto-tuning tools that analyze the expected workload a-priori and then create
all necessary indexes. A traditional auto-tuning tool might decide which indexes
to create immediately, which indexes to prohibit (e.g., in order to avoid all space
or update costs), and which indexes to create incrementally as side effect of
query processing. An auto-tuning tool could also suggest materialized views
and which indexes to create incrementally using adaptive indexing techniques
for these materialized views. Finally, an auto-tuning tool could decide for each
incremental index how much of an initial investment to make, based both on
the objectives of the current workload and on the importance of this index for
the expected workload.

8.8 A Histogram for Free

The cracker index contains information on actual value ranges of a given at-
tribute. This is useful information that can be potentially used in many cases.
For example, the cracker index could play the role of a “histogram” and allow
us to take decisions that will speed up query processing. With a cracker index
it is known for a given range how many tuples in a column are in that range.
This could be a valuable approximate information, e.g., in the case where the
given range is not an exact match with what exists in the cracker index.

Traditionally histograms are maintained separately, which leads to an extra
storage and operation cost. In addition, they are not always up to date with the
current status in the database. On the contrary, with cracking the histogram-
like information comes for free since no extra storage or operations are needed
to maintain it. An interesting observation, is that here the histogram is a self-
organized data structure as well; it creates and maintains information only for
parts of the data that are interesting for the users. This is a powerful property
for a structure that can potentially affect many aspects of query processing
performance.
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8.9 Distributed Cracking

Cracking is a natural way to partition data into “interesting” pieces based on
query workload. Therefore cracking can be explored in a distributed or parallel
setting by distributing pieces of the database to multiple nodes.

For example, each node of the network may hold one or more piece of each
crack column. The cracker index can be known by all nodes so that a query
can be navigated to the appropriate node that holds the interesting data. One
can explore more sophisticated architectures where the cracker index is also
distributed to multiple nodes, to reduce maintenance cost (more expensive in a
distributed setting mainly due to network traffic creation and delays). In this
way, each node has a partial knowledge of the index and a partial knowledge
of the data, thus there is a need for the proper distributed protocols/query
plans to correctly and completely resolve a query. However, these are typical
requirements/research challenges in any distributed setting. The key here is
that the way data is distributed is done in a self-organized way based on query
workload which we envision that can lead to a distributed system with less
network overhead since interesting data for queries will be already together.

Distributed cracking is a wide open research area. It can be explored in the
context of distributed or parallel databases. Furthermore, it can be explored
in the context of P2P data management architectures where typically current
research is focusing on a relaxed notion of the strict ACID database properties
to allow for more flexible and fault tolerant architectures. Distributed cracking
can exploit these new trends to potentially minimize the traffic creation caused
by the self-organizing steps of cracking, i.e., data migration in a distributed
environment.

8.10 Beyond the Horizon

Cracking sets a new query processing paradigm by reconsidering basic concepts
of database design. This thesis showed that database cracking is possible and
can lead to very promising results and the much desired self-organizing behavior
without the need for external administration. It also opens a vast amount of
interesting research challenges. The topics briefly described above are hard and
rich research topics that if realized will be a significant step towards a truly
functional cracking DBMS, opening new opportunities in complex and hard
database scenarios where nowadays technology lacks the ability to perform.


